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Policy Recommendations

• Establish sound precedents
• Tighten eligibility rules

- Wage insurance
- Mobility allowance

• Agree on a rigorous evaluation



Wage Insurance

Target
Those forced to accept a wage cut to find a new job

Benefit
Half of the difference between net salary of old and new job

Duration
Up to 24 months while new salary remains below old one

Previous experiences
US: Alternative Trade Adjustment Assistance
Canada: Self-Sufficiency Program
France: Allocations temporaires dégressives
Germany: Entgeltsicherung für ältere Arbeitnehmer



Mobility Allowance

Target
Those who move for a new job

Benefit
Two months’ previous gross pay (job-related move of more 

than 50 km)
Four months’ previous pay (job-related cross border moves)

Rationale
Immobility is implicitly subsidised by other parts of the welfare 

state, including wage insurance. 



Four birds with one stone?

Source: Sapir (2005)



Should there be more protection against globalisation 
shocks than against, say, technological shocks?

Welfare perspective: No, shocks are shocks and if private 
insurance is equally difficult and moral hazard is comparable they 
should be equally insured

Political economy perspective: Yes, since there is an effective anti-
trade but hardly an effective Luddite lobby.

Fiscal federalism perspective: Perhaps. Since trade policy is 
decided at the European level, internalising spill-overs by 
subsidising protection against trade shocks across borders can 
make sense. As for the rest, member states may simply decided for 
themselves.
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